We Ker U ¿ 0 whenever v is regular and z £ 0 is nilpotent. A <i>-form of an algebra / over 0 is a O-subalgebra / C / such that $/ = / (we do not assume / ®^ 0 -» 0/ is an isomorphism). 
For the background of this problem, see [2] and its bibliography.
Earlier results on algebras whose elements were invertible or nilpotent were (An example due to Martindale [6] shows that some hypothesis like the common multiple property is necessary.)
In the present paper we establish Montgomery's theorem in the setting of quadratic Jordan algebras. We say a Jordan algebra / has common multiple property if every element of / is either regular or nilpotent, and Im U f*l Ker U ¿ 0 whenever v is regular and z £ 0 is nilpotent. A <i>-form of an algebra / over 0 is a O-subalgebra / C / such that $/ = / (we do not assume / ®^ 0 -» 0/ is an isomorphism). An element x is a zero divisor if (7 y = 0 for some y ¡¿ 0, is trivial (or an absolute zero divisor) if Í7 =0, and is regular if it is not a zero divisor. 
Then
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